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Abstract

The absence of high-Eddington-ratio, obscured active galactic nuclei (AGNs) in local (z0.1) samples of
moderate-luminosity AGNs has generally been explained to result from radiation pressure on the dusty gas
governing the level of nuclear (10 pc) obscuration. However, very high accretion rates are routinely reported
among obscured quasars at higher luminosities and may require a different feedback mechanism. We compile
constraints on obscuration and Eddington ratio for samples of X-ray, optical, infrared, and submillimeter selected
AGNs at quasar luminosities. Whereas moderate-luminosity, obscured AGNs in the local universe have a range
of lower Eddington ratios ( fEdd∼0.001–0.1), the most luminous (Lbol1046 erg s−1) IR/submillimeter-bright,
obscured quasars out to z∼3 commonly have very high Eddington ratios ( fEdd∼0.11). This apparent lack of
radiation-pressure feedback in luminous, obscured quasars is likely coupled with AGN timescales, such that a
higher fraction of luminous, obscured quasars are seen because of the short timescale for which quasars are most
luminous. When adopting quasar evolutionary scenarios, extended (∼102–3 pc) obscuration may work together
with the shorter timescales to explain the observed fraction of obscured, luminous quasars, while outflows driven
by radiation pressure will slowly clear this material over the AGN lifetime.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Active galaxies (17); Galaxy evolution (594); Quasars (1319); Interstellar
medium (847)

1. Introduction

Accretion rate and obscuration of active galactic nuclei
(AGNs) are two fundamental parameters that explain their
diverse observed properties (e.g., Shen & Ho 2014; Hickox &
Alexander 2018). According to AGN evolutionary scenarios
(e.g., Hopkins et al. 2008; Hickox et al. 2009), matter falling
onto the black hole (BH) will trigger AGN activity at various
strengths depending on the environment, which in turn will
heat and sweep any potential obscuring circumnuclear material.
Thus, feeding onto the BH and feedback from the AGN are
closely related on the obscuration–accretion rate plane.

Ricci et al. (2017c, hereafter R17c) recently reported on a
study of the relationship between obscuration and accretion
rate in a large, relatively unbiased, and complete sample of
local AGNs. Specifically, they investigated 836 AGNs with a
median redshift of 〈z〉=0.037 selected by the hard X-ray
(14–195 keV) Swift Burst Alert Telescope (BAT; Gehrels et al.
2004; Barthelmy et al. 2005; Krimm et al. 2013) all-sky survey
(Baumgartner et al. 2013; Koss et al. 2017; Oh et al. 2018),
which is sensitive to sources with column densities up to
NH≈1024 cm−2. Approximately one-half of the sources had
robust measurements of column densities, intrinsic X-ray
luminosities, and black hole masses, from which R17c was
able to show that while unobscured AGNs are seen with
Eddington fractions up to the Eddington limit, very few local,
obscured AGNs are found with Eddington fractions above
approximately 10%. This strengthened earlier results based on
smaller samples (e.g., Fabian et al. 2009) and was interpreted as
evidence for radiation-pressure-driven AGN feedback (e.g.,
King 2003; Murray et al. 2005) clearing the immediate BH

environment of dusty gas (e.g., Fabian et al. 2006, 2008). For
dusty gas (neutral or partially ionized), the effective cross
section between matter and radiation (σdust) becomes larger
than that between electrons and radiation for ionized gas (σT,
for Thompson scattering), due to absorption of radiation by
dust. This is given by the Eddington ratio for ionized gas,

p s
=
=

f L L

L GM m c4 , 1
Edd bol Edd

Edd BH p T ( )

where Lbol is the bolometric luminosity, LEdd is the Eddington
luminosity withMBH the BH mass, and mp is the proton mass. For
dusty gas, we use σdust instead of σT in Equation (1), where fEdd is
redefined as the effective Eddington ratio ( fEdd,dust=fEddσdust/σT).
AGNs are strong ionizing sources, but they are fully ionized close
to their accretion disks (e.g., Osterbrock 1979; Ballantyne et al.
2001), though the greater than parsec-scale environment starts to
be composed of dusty gas (e.g., Kishimoto et al. 2011; Minezaki
et al. 2019).
To visualize how the radiation pressure would blow away

the nuclear material, we plot fEdd where fEdd,dust=1 as a
function of NH in Figure 1, adopted from Fabian et al. (2009).6

When AGNs are obscured beyond the typical NH∼1022 cm−2

value for galaxies (e.g., Buchner & Bauer 2017; Hickox &
Alexander 2018), fEdd( fEdd,dust=1) is on the order of 0.01–0.1,
and the accretion becomes super-Eddington (shaded region)
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6 We note that at NH1024 cm−2, fEdd,dust<fEdd, or the radiation pressure
on dusty gas is weaker than on ionized gas. Only because of the relative lack
of super-Eddington gas accretion, we restrict the fEdd( fEdd,dust=1) curve to
fEdd<1 throughout.
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even if fEdd( fEdd,dust=1)<fEdd<1. This makes it easier for
radiation pressure to blow out the dusty nuclear gas on the
order of 1–10 pc (e.g., Jaffe et al. 2004; Ramos Almeida &
Ricci 2017; Ichikawa et al. 2019) and matches well with
the observations of R17c reporting a lack of AGNs with
fEdd,dust>1, perhaps favoring an episodic nuclear obscuration
and blowout governed by radiation pressure.

The largest limitation for the Swift/BAT survey, which is
relatively unbiased and complete for local AGNs, is that its
shallow sensitivity misses luminous quasars in the distant
universe. Here, we explore high-luminosity/redshift samples of
optical quasars (e.g., Schneider et al. 2010), optical–IR red
quasars with large color excess, where E(B−V )1.5 mag
(e.g., Glikman et al. 2007; Banerji et al. 2012; Ross et al. 2015;
Hamann et al. 2017), dust-obscured galaxies (DOGs, Dey et al.
2008; Hot DOGs, Eisenhardt et al. 2012), and submillimeter
galaxies (SMGs, Blain et al. 2002), where the latter two are
likely subsets and distant analogs of local ultraluminous infrared
galaxies (ULIRGs, >L Llog 10IR

12
; Sanders et al. 1988)

and their higher-luminosity cousins (e.g., hyLIRGs, Sanders &
Mirabel 1996; ELIRGs, Tsai et al. 2015). We also add the
highest-obscuration, Compton-thick AGNs, that is, AGNs with
X-ray-obscuring column densities of NH1024 cm−2, observed
with NuSTAR (Harrison et al. 2013).

The latest studies of obscured quasars with large E(B−V )
values, through careful analysis to quantify and minimize the
effect of obscuration, have reported near-Eddington to Edding-
ton-limited accretion ( fEdd∼ 0.1–1, e.g., Alexander et al. 2008;
Urrutia et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2015; Assef et al. 2020; Jun et al.
2020). Furthermore, Glikman (2017a) and Lansbury et al. (2020)
find many obscured quasars with fEdd,dust>1 at high NH. These
observations suggest that radiation pressure on dusty gas is
effective, but is potentially less effective for obscured, luminous
quasars since the length of time that luminous quasars are active
is shorter than the length of time that less-luminous AGNs are

active (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2005, 2006). Alternatively, luminous,
obscured quasars are thought to be observed in a short phase in
which they are blowing out the material through outflows
stronger at higher luminosities (e.g., LaMassa et al. 2017;
Perrotta et al. 2019; Temple et al. 2019; Jun et al. 2020), perhaps
requiring a different nuclear or galactic environment from less-
luminous, obscured AGNs. Hence, there is growing interest in
which AGN property drives radiation-pressure feedback, and in
which temporal and spatial scales is it effective.
In this work, we attempt to constrain the NH–fEdd and

E(B−V )–fEdd planes for quasars from multiwavelength AGN
samples (Section 2) and through a consistent method to
estimate NH, E(B−V ) (Section 3), and fEdd values (Section 4).
We present (Section 5) and discuss (Section 6) the NH–fEdd and
E(B−V )–fEdd distributions for quasars in terms of various
feedback mechanisms. Throughout, including the luminosities
from the literature, we use a flat ΛCDM cosmology with H0=
70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm=0.3, and ΩΛ=0.7.

2. The Sample

Probing the distribution of NH–fEdd and E(B−V )–fEdd
values from a statistically complete AGN sample is compli-
cated for several reasons. AGNs radiate across almost the entire
electromagnetic spectrum, but show a wide range of spectral
energy distributions (SEDs) due to physical processes govern-
ing the radiation, host galaxy contamination, and obscuration
on various scales around the accreting BHs (e.g., Lansbury
et al. 2017; Hickox & Alexander 2018). Therefore, we found it
beneficial to compile quasar samples selected at various
wavelengths over a wide range of luminosity and redshift.
Still, we chose to add only the data from the literature that
meaningfully increase the sample size for a given wavelength
selection.
In Figure 2 we plot the AGN samples from X-ray, optically

blue, optical–IR red, and IR/submillimeter-bright populations,
also summarized in Table 1. At z<0.3, the Swift/BAT AGN
in R17c (with NH from Ricci et al. 2017d; E(B−V ) from Koss
et al. 2017) has the advantage of minimal obscuration bias from
the hard X-ray selection and covers a wide range of luminosities,
reaching down to low-luminosity AGNs and up to quasar
luminosities (1041Lbol1047 erg s−1). However, the Swift/
BAT survey lacks the sensitivity to probe the distant or luminous
AGN populations marked in Figure 2. We complemented the
highest obscurations using Compton-thick (NH1024 cm−2)
AGNs observed with NuSTAR (B15b; B16) and the higher
luminosities/redshifts from optical Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) quasars (e.g., Schneider et al. 2010; NH from Y09;
E(B−V ) from J13), red quasars (L16, originally from Glikman
et al. 2012; K18, averaged between Glikman et al. 2007 and
Urrutia et al. 2009), and quasars from ULIRGs (broad-line7

ULIRGs in A08, with NH from Severgnini et al. 2001).
We further include z>0.3 quasars to search for luminous

quasars, adding type 1 quasars from the SDSS (i.e., WISSH
quasars, NH from M17 and E(B−V ) from V18b) and a variety
of quasars with red optical-to-infrared colors, that is, heavily
reddened quasars (B12; B13; B15a; T19), red quasars (U12;
G17; L17; K18), extremely red quasars (P19 with NH from G18
and E(B−V ) from Hamann et al. 2017), and DOGs (C16; T20).

Figure 1. The NH–fEdd plane showing a schematic evolution of local AGNs
probed by the Swift/BAT X-ray data (R17c). The shaded region indicates the
region unoccupied in R17c, which is explained as radiation pressure quickly
blowing out the nuclear obscuration composed of dusty gas. In this view, the
nuclear obscuration is followed by feeding of gas onto supermassive BHs,
where the obscuration is suppressed by radiation-pressure-driven feedback until
the accretion starves and the AGN fades out.

7 Throughout, we classify narrow-line AGNs to be type �1.8 (weak broad
Hα and Hβ, [O III]/Hβ>3, Winkler 1992), and broad-line AGNs to be type
�1.5 (comparable broad-to-narrow Hβ and [O III]/Hβ<3). When the AGN
types are not specified, we follow the visual classifications from the literature.
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Hot DOGs (S14; A158; A16; R17a; V18a; Z18; A20), and
broad-line (AGN-like) SMGs (A08 with NH from Alexander
et al. 2005) were also included, adding part of some samples
at z<0.3 that extend to z>0.3 (A08; Y09; J13; L16;
R17c; K18).

Duplication among the samples was found in Compton-thick
AGNs (B15b; B16), heavily reddened quasars (B12; T19), and
red quasars (U12; K18), where we used the most recent values,
except for those between B15b/B16 and R17c, where we kept
both the NH and fEdd estimates as they were based on multiple
X-ray observations. The samples based on follow-up studies of
SDSS quasars were separated into those with NH (Y09; M17) and
those with E(B−V ) (J13; V18b), where the fEdd values from
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) > 20 spectra in Shen et al. (2011) and
Pâris et al. (2012) were added. We removed beamed sources
(R17c, flagged by Koss et al. 2017 using the blazar catalog from
Massaro et al. 2015) for reliable NH and fEdd values (but see also,
e.g., Baek et al. 2019, for estimation of fEdd in radio-bright
AGNs). We used line widths corrected for instrumental resolution
in estimating MBH (Section 4).

3. Gas and Dust Obscuration

We compiled NH and E(B−V ) values, representing gas and
dust obscuration, for the AGN samples. For NH, we used the
line-of-sight X-ray obscuration from sources with enough
X-ray counts to model the spectra (40–60, defined by the
respective references). Exceptions are obviously large absorp-
tion (NH�1024 cm−2) constraints in S14, V18a, and A20,
where the exposure times are longer than 20 ks but have a
relatively smaller number of X-ray counts due to Compton-
thick absorption. We add these values to our analysis. The

choice of models to fit or estimate the X-ray obscuration varies
in the literature: Murphy & Yaqoob (2009) (S14; L16; G17;
V18a; Z18), Brightman & Nandra (2011) (B15b; A16;
B16; C16; A20), hardness-ratio-based NH conversion (L17),
(absorbed) power-law fit (Y09; C16; M17; G18; L20), and a
combination of models (A08; R17c; T20). Still, when the NH

values are compared between various models (e.g., B15b; B16;
G17; Z18; L20), they are mostly consistent within the
uncertainties (but see also B15b and Liu & Li 2015 for the
limitations of the models at Compton-thick column densities).
For E(B−V ), we used the UV/optical–IR continuum

SED-based E(B−V )cont
9 from the literature. Lower limits in

E(B−V ) were given to the P19 data from Hamann et al.
(2017) because of likely underestimation using a narrow range
of wavelengths to determine E(B−V ). For optical quasars, we
determined the rest-frame >0.3 μm power-law continuum
slope α following Fν∝να, fit to the photometric SED. We
assumed an intrinsic slope of α=0.1±0.2 from the most
blue (hot dust-poor, ∼3σ outliers) quasars in J13, consistent
with accretion disk models and polarized observations of
quasar SEDs (α≈1/3, e.g., Shakura & Sunyaev 1973;
Kishimoto et al. 2008). We limited the sample to quasars with
at least three SDSS optical or UKIDSS near-IR (Lawrence et al.
2007) photometric detections at rest-frame 0.3–1μm and rest-
frame near-IR detections at up to at least 2.3 μm to decompose the
SED into the power-law continuum and dust emission (see J13 for
details). We converted α into E(B−V ) by reddening the intrinsic
slope using a Milky Way extinction curve at 0.3−1 μm to match
the observed value of α, while fixing E(B−V )=0 when

Figure 2. Bolometric luminosity (Lbol) as a function of redshift (left: z<0.3, right: z>0.3) for AGNs having fEdd and measurements of either NH (filled symbols) or
E(B−V ) (open symbols, plotted together if they have both NH and E(B−V )cont). The samples plotted are ULIRGs/SMGs (A08, red circles), Hot DOGs
(S14; A15; A16; R17a; V18a; Z18; A20, red stars), optical–IR red AGN samples named red quasars (U12; L16; L17; G17; K18, yellow circles), extremely red quasars
(P19, yellow squares), heavily reddened quasars (B12; B13; B15a; T19; L20, yellow stars), Compton-thick AGNs (B15b; B16, black stars), Swift/BAT AGNs (R17c,
black circles), and optically selected SDSS type 1 quasars (J13, blue squares for z<0.3, density plot for z>0.3 (due to a large sample), matched with Y09 in blue
circles; WISSH quasars from M17 and V18b as blue stars). The Lbol�1045.7 erg s−1 boundary is marked (dashed line), and a constant 14–195 keV flux of
10−11 erg s−1cm−2 with bolometric correction applied (Section 4) roughly denotes the detection limit of Swift/BAT X-ray data (dotted line, drawn up to z = 1).

8 This sample is being updated by P. R. M. Eisenhardt et al. (2020, in
preparation), but we simply refer to the numbers from A15 at this time.

9 Throughout, E(B−V )cont/bl/nl are those derived from the continuum SED
and broad/narrow-line ratios, respectively, and the E(B−V )nl values are only
mentioned as lower limits to E(B−V )cont. We used the Milky Way extinction
curve with total-to-selective extinction of 3.1 when transforming extinction to
E(B−V ).
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α>0.1. We checked if the E(B−V ) estimates from J13 are
consistent with the literature by comparing the values cross-
matched with 17 sources in V18b and 277 sources in C. Carroll
et al. (submitted) at E(B−V )<0.5 mag. The J13 E(B−V )
values have a median offset and scatter of 0.05±0.05 and
0.04±0.06 mag, respectively, consistent within the uncertainties.
We adopt the J13 values for the cross-matched sources
(Y09; M17; V18b).

The E(B−V )cont values can suffer from host galaxy
contamination in the rest-frame optical/near-IR. We limited
the samples with the SEDs decomposed into an AGN and
a host galaxy (U12; A15; L17) to Lbol�1045.2 erg s−1 for the
decomposition to contain a sufficient AGN contribution, and
the samples without an SED decomposition (the remaining
samples with E(B−V )cont in Table 1) to Lbol�1045.7 erg s−1,
to minimize host galaxy contamination. Above the luminosity
limits, the average host contamination at 5100Å drops below
50% and 10%,respectively, for type 1 quasars (Shen et al.
2011) and is consistent with the growing AGN contribution to
the observed SEDs for red quasars at higher Lbol (L17). The
Lbol�1045.7 erg s−1 limit corresponds to Lbol=1012.1Le,
selecting ULIRG luminosities for IR-bright AGNs (e.g., Fan
et al. 2016; Toba et al. 2017). The majority of the hard X-ray
selected AGNs from R17c are less luminous than the Lbol limits
for E(B−V )cont, but instead have robust measurements of NH

from their hard X-ray spectra.
The nuclear dust-to-gas ratio traced by the -E B Vlog cont bl( )

NH (mag cm2) values in Figure 3 is constant if the gas and dust
obscuration are proportional (e.g., Usman et al. 2014). The values
are overall smaller than the Galactic value (−21.8, e.g., Bohlin
et al. 1978),10 with reported average values ranging between
−22.8 (Maiolino et al. 2001) and −22.3 (L20). L20 find
relatively higher E(B−V )/NH values for a sample of heavily
reddened broad-line quasars at high luminosity, but there are
similarly luminous quasars with relatively smaller E(B−V )/
NH values (i.e., the Hot DOGs or some optical–IR red quasars
in Figure 3). Apart from the type 1 AGNs where the large
scatter in E(B−V )/NH could in part arise from the uncertainty
constraining the lowest values in either quantity, we find the

Table 1
AGN Samples

Name Sample Selection Obscuration z -Llog erg sbol
1( ) N

B15b; B16 Compton-thick Hard X-ray NH 0.001–0.051 42.5–45.8 16
R17c Swift/BAT Hard X-ray NH, E(B−V )nl 0.00–0.27 40.8–46.9 366
Y09; M17; V18b Type 1 Optical NH, E(B−V )cont 0.15–4.26 44.8–48.7 174
J13 Type 1 Optical E(B−V )cont 0.14–4.13 45.7–48.2 14,531
L16; L17; G17 Red Optical–IR NH, E(B−V )cont 0.14–2.48 45.2–46.9 12
U12; K18 Red Optical–IR E(B−V )cont 0.29–0.96 45.8–47.1 23
G18 Extremely red Optical–IR NH 2.32 47.5 1
P19 Extremely red Optical–IR E(B−V )cont 2.24–2.95 46.7–47.8 28
L20 Heavily reddened Optical–IR NH 2.09–2.66 45.7–46.9 7
B12; B13; B15a; T19 Heavily reddened Optical–IR E(B−V )cont 1.46–2.66 46.0–48.6 51
C16; T20 DOG Optical–IR NH 1.22–5.22 43.8–48.2 15
S14; A16; R17a; V18a; Z18; A20 Hot DOG IR NH 1.01–4.60 46.2–48.1 9
A15 Hot DOG IR E(B−V )cont 0.29–4.59 45.4–48.9 129
A08 ULIRG, SMG IR/submm NH 0.04–2.05 44.6–45.6 3

Notes.AGN samples used in this work. We refer to each reference as having the objects with values or constraints on obscuration or accretion rate, while the original catalog
paper is provided in the text (Section 2). Here, N denotes the number of objects for each set of references having obscuration and accretion rate information used in Section 5, so
they could be smaller than the number of sources from the references. The subscripts “cont” and “nl” under E(B−V ) values are derived using the continuum SED and narrow-
line ratios, respectively. The abbreviated references are Brightman et al. (2015) (B15b); Brightman et al. (2016) (B16); Ricci et al. (2017c) (R17c); Young et al. (2009) (Y09);
Martocchia et al. (2017) (M17); Vietri et al. (2018) (V18b); Jun & Im (2013) (J13); LaMassa et al. (2016, 2017) (L16, L17); Glikman et al. (2017b) (G17); Urrutia et al. (2012)
(U12); Kim & Im (2018) (K18); Goulding et al. (2018) (G18); Perrotta et al. (2019) (P19); Lansbury et al. (2020) (L20); Banerji et al. (2012, 2013, 2015) (B12, B13, B15a);
Temple et al. (2019) (T19); Corral et al. (2016) (C16); Toba et al. (2020) (T20); Stern et al. (2014) (S14); Assef et al. (2016) (A16); Ricci et al. (2017a) (R17a); Vito et al.
(2018) (V18a); Zappacosta et al. (2018) (Z18); Assef et al. (2020) (A20); Assef et al. (2015) (A15); Alexander et al. (2008) (A08).

Figure 3. Log ratio between E(B−V )cont/bl and NH, plotted against intrinsic
2–10 keV luminosity. We plot only the data with NH uncertainty values based
on sufficient X-ray counts. The data come from Maiolino et al. (2001; marked
M01, blue and red squares for type 1–1.5 and 1.8–2 classifications,
respectively), red quasars (L16; G17; L17, yellow circles), heavily reddened
quasars (L20, yellow stars), and Hot DOGs (S14; A16; R17a; Z18; A20, red
stars). We show Galactic, L20, and Maiolino et al. (2001) -E B V Nlog H( )
values and the range of their applicable luminosities for obscured AGNs
(dashed line), and likewise from this work (solid line).

10 One of the reasons for the offset may be that the majority of the AGNs have
an excess of dust-free gas within the sublimation radius (e.g., Risaliti et al.
2002, 2007; Maiolino et al. 2010; Burtscher et al. 2016; Ichikawa et al. 2019),
but we focus here on the overall value when including the more
luminous AGNs.
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mean and scatter of - = - E B V Nlog mag cm 22.77H
2( ) ( )

0.51 (observed) or ±0.4111 (intrinsic) from 31 obscured AGNs
(type 2 AGNs, optical–IR red quasars, and Hot DOGs) without
upper/lower limits in Figure 3, spanning absorption-corrected
L2−10keV=1042.4−45.6 erg s−1. The ratios are close to the
Maiolino et al. (2001) value, but are highly scattered for any
combination of AGN type over the luminosity probed,
complicating a simple correspondence between dust and gas.
We thus refer to both E(B−V ) and NH when selecting AGNs
with dusty gas, using a conversion of - =E B V Nlog H( )
-22.8.

The NH and E(B−V ) values are thought to be nuclear
obscuration close to the AGN center, but as the AGN geometry
consists of an extended, kpc order narrow-line region outside the
central dusty structure (e.g., Kang & Woo 2018; Minezaki et al.
2019), we expect the narrow-line-based E(B−V )nl values to be
smaller than the E(B−V )cont/bl values measured closer to the
nucleus (e.g., Zakamska et al. 2003, 2005; Greene et al. 2014; Jun
et al. 2020). For the R17c sample providing narrow Balmer
decrements, we find that the E(B−V )nl/NH values for obscured
(type 1.8–2.0) AGNs are about an order of magnitude smaller than
the E(B−V )cont/NH values in Figure 3, although showing an
even larger scatter. This demonstrates that E(B−V )nl is simply
much lower than E(B−V )cont. Furthermore, the dust-to-gas ratios
may decrease when using the global NH, as it is larger than the
nuclear line-of-sight NH, such as for red quasars in L16, implying
extended gas. The extended obscuration in obscured quasars will
be considered to assess the effect of radiation pressure
(Section 6.2), but for a better comparison of nuclear dust and
gas obscuration, we remove E(B−V )nl values from further
analysis, and we use E(B−V )cont as the fiducial estimate of
E(B−V ) hereafter.

4. Eddington Ratio

Estimating fEdd throughout the samples relies on several
bolometric correction methods and black hole scaling relations.
For the bolometric correction, we primarily relied on the hard
X-ray (2–10 keV) luminosity to minimize the absorption
correction for the X-ray samples in Table 1. The 2–10 keV
intrinsic luminosities are based on a simple conversion of the
14–195 keV luminosities from R17c using a typical X-ray
spectral slope; namely, L2−10keV=2.67L14−195keV (Rigby
et al. 2009). The absorption-corrected X-ray-to-bolometric
correction depends on Lbol or fEdd (e.g., Marconi et al. 2004;
Vasudevan & Fabian 2007; Lusso et al. 2012). We used the
Marconi et al. (2004) bolometric correction as a function of Lbol,
as the dynamic range of Lbol (∼3–4 dex) is wider than that of
fEdd (∼2 dex). When the X-ray luminosity was absent, we
adopted the monochromatic bolometric correction from IR or
extinction-corrected UV/optical continuum or line luminosities,
which are relatively insensitive to Lbol (e.g., Richards et al. 2006;
Lusso et al. 2012). We used the corrections from L1350, L3000,
and L5100

12 (3.81, 5.15, and 9.26, respectively, Shen et al. 2011)
for optical quasars (J13; V18b) and obscured AGNs with

extinction-corrected continuum luminosities (B12; B13; A15;
B15a; objects in L17 without NH;T19; A20), LPβ ( Llog bol

= + b
- -L10 erg s 1.29 0.969 log 10 erg s44 1

P
42 1, Kim et al.

2015) for K18, L3.4μm (8, Hamann et al. 2017) for P19, L15μm (9,
Richards et al. 2006) for U12, with each correction having
systematic uncertainties of a few tens of percent up to a factor of a
few (e.g., Heckman et al. 2004; Richards et al. 2006; Lusso et al.
2012).
We estimated MBH mostly through stellar absorption or

broad emission lines, using a mutually consistent methodology.
The mass constant of single-epoch estimators for AGNs ( f-
factor), is determined assuming that the reverberation-mapped
AGNs lie on the MBH–σ* relation for inactive galaxies. We
thus use the same MBH–σ* relation (e.g., Woo et al. 2015),
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to estimate σ*-based MBH values for narrow-line AGNs where
the host absorption lines are better seen, and to derive the f-
factor in the broad FWHM-based single-epoch MBH estimators
for broad-line AGNs where AGN emission dominates over the
host galaxy. The MBH(σ*) estimates based on other MBH–σ*
relations with a shallower slope, e.g., Kormendy & Ho (2013),
are systematically offset to Equation (2) by 0.35 and −0.05 dex
at σ* = 100 and 400 km s−1, respectively.
The single-epoch MBH(L,FWHM) estimators were empiri-

cally calibrated between Hβ and Hα, Mg II, or C IV (Jun et al.
2015 using the Bentz et al. 2013 RBLR–L relation) with C IV
blueshift correction when broad-line shifts were available (Jun
et al. 2017), or were calibrated between hydrogen Balmer and
Paschen series (Kim et al. 2010,13 using the Bentz et al. 2009
RBLR–L relation), over a wide range of redshift and luminosity.
This approach reduces the systematic offset from the choice of
emission line by up to an order of magnitude14 at extreme MBH

values (Jun et al. 2015), or at extreme C IV blueshifts (Jun et al.
2017). The estimators were updated using a common f-factor
and uncertainty of 1.12±0.31 for the FWHM-based MBH

(Woo et al. 2015), as shown below:
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11 We refer to the intrinsic scatter of the quantity = -x E B V Nlog H( ) , σint,
as the observed scatter with measurement error Δx subtracted in quadrature,
that is, s s= + - D -= x x n22.77 1i

n
i iint

2
1

2 2{( ) } ( ). The errors on E(B − V )
values are missing for the L16 and G17 samples, but the intrinsic scatter of log
E(B − V )/NH decreases by only 0.01 dex if we assign the mean error of ΔE(B
− V ) = 0.12 mag from the L17 sample used here.
12 Throughout, subscripts of L indicate monochromatic continuum luminosity
at that wavelength, measured in units of Å.

13 Using our adopted cosmology, we find that the RBLR values from Bentz et al.
(2013) are higher than from Bentz et al. (2009) by 0.00–0.03 dex for the luminosity
range used to derive Paschen line MBH values (L5100=10

43.5−46 erg s−1,
A08; K18). K18 also note that using a single Gaussian to fit the broad Paschen
lines will underestimate the MBH values by 0.06–0.07 dex, but these amounts are
negligible compared to the significance of the results (Section 5).
14 We note that a nonlinear relation between σ and FWHM values could
further result in positive/negative biases in the FWHM-based MBH estimate at
notably high and low FWHM values (e.g., Peterson et al. 2004; Collin et al.
2006), as well as whether to construct the UV or IR mass estimators to match
the MBH values to the Balmer line based, or to match the UV or IR broad-line
widths and the luminosities to the optical values separately. Our choice of MBH
estimators has its own merits and limitations, and we test the systematic
uncertainty of MBH in Section 5.
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The set of (a,b,c,d) values for the combination of MBH(L,
FWHM, Δv) are given in Table 2. For broad-line AGNs with
X-ray observations and single-epoch UV/optical MBH esti-
mates, we converted the X-ray-based Lbol into L1350, L3000,
L5100 using the aforementioned bolometric corrections, to
minimize host galaxy contamination in 1350–5100Å. We
removed sources with Balmer line widths similar to [O III]
(A08) to distinguish broad lines from broadening by ionized
gas outflows. We also limited the FWHM values to
�10,000 km s−1 where values otherwise (e.g., 4%of the J13
sample) are potentially affected by rotating accretion disks and
show double-peaked lines (e.g., Chen & Halpern 1989;
Eracleous & Halpern 1994; Table 4 in Jun et al. 2017).
Meanwhile, R17c removed single-epoch MBH estimates for
NH�1022 cm−2 AGNs as the emission line profiles could be
modified by obscuration or are dominated by the narrow
component (Koss et al. 2017). However, as we already
removed type �1.8 sources when estimating MBH for
broad-line AGNs, we keep the NH�1022 cm−2 sources. These
obscured type �1.5 AGNs withMBH(FWHM) in R17c do not
significantly change the distribution of NH–fEdd with respect to
using MBH(σ*) values. This hints that obscuration does not
significantly bias the single-epoch MBH estimates for broad-line
AGNs, also consistent with the independence of broad C IV-to-
Hβ line width ratios with respect to the continuum slope for
type 1 quasars (e.g., Jun et al. 2017). We thus carefully selected
only the type �1.5 sources when using rest-frame UV–optical
spectra to estimate MBH(FWHM) for AGNs.

Among single-epoch MBH estimates with multiple broad-line
detections, we adopted the estimators in the order of decreasing
rest wavelength, while direct dynamical (B15b; B16; R17c) or
reverberation-mapped (Bentz & Katz 2015 in R17c) MBH

values were adopted over other methods. Hot DOGs, which are
heavily obscured AGNs typically showing strong, narrow lines,
often display signatures of narrow-line outflows instead of
ordinary broad emission lines (e.g., Wu et al. 2018; Jun et al.
2020). Unless the sources are thought to show scattered or
leaked light from the broad-line region (A16; A20), we utilized
the SED fit from A15 when deriving the MBH constraints.
Applying their maximal stellar mass (M*) estimates from the
SED fit, we gave upper limits to the MBH values using the
MBH–M* relation. The MBH/M* values are thought to evolve
less with redshift (∝(1+z)γ, γ1) than MBH/Mbulge (e.g.,
Bennert et al. 2011; Ding et al. 2020; Suh et al. 2020).
We adopt MBH/M*∼0.003 from the z∼ 1–2 AGNs in

Ding et al. (2020) and Suh et al. (2020). The same relation was
used to estimate MBH for the DOGs in C16 and T20.
Although this analysis attempted to consistently estimate

MBH for the various samples, systematic uncertainties of a
factor of several are expected from the intrinsic scatter in the
BH–host mass scaling relations (e.g., Kormendy & Ho 2013)
and the RBLR–L relation (e.g., Bentz et al. 2013; Du et al.
2014). Overall, the compiled Lbol and MBH estimates each have
systematic uncertainties of up to a factor of several or more,
and although the AGN MBH estimators include the ∼L0.5

dependence, reducing uncertainty from the bolometric correc-
tion going into fEdd∝Lbol/MBH, we still expect systematic
uncertainties of a factor of several in fEdd. We thus will interpret
only the group behavior of each AGN sample within the
uncertainties in fEdd.

5. Results

In Figure 4 we plot the distributions of NH–fEdd and
E(B−V )–fEdd for the collection of AGN samples. It is clear
that the forbidden region for dusty gas (Figure 1), previously
less occupied by the AGNs from R17c, is well populated with
IR/submillimeter-selected and optical–IR red quasars, with a
minor fraction of type 1 quasars. This is seen in both the
NH–fEdd and the E(B−V )–fEdd diagrams. We investigate this
further in Figure 5, where we show the fraction of sources
in the forbidden zone (i.e., NH�1022 cm−2, fEdd,dust>1) per
bolometric luminosity bin as a function of Lbol. In the
following, this fraction is referred to as j. It is clear that j is
minimal among the X-ray-selected AGNs with j NH

10%
at Lbol∼1042−47 erg s−1. Similarly, optically selected quasars
have jNH

and jE(B−V ) 20%at Lbol∼1044−48 erg s−1,
with some uncertainty for jNH

at Lbol∼1047−48 erg s−1. In
contrast, the optical–IR red and IR/submillimeter-bright
quasars (hereafter referred to together as luminous, obscured
quasars) commonly lie mostly in the forbidden region over a
wide range of NH and E(B−V ) values, and we combined their
statistics.15 The luminous, obscured quasars show jNH

and
jE(B−V ) 60%at Lbol∼1046−48 erg s−1, significantly higher
than the less-luminous X-ray AGNs at comparable obscuration,
or the comparably luminous but less obscured optical quasars.
These findings confirm earlier studies by Glikman (2017a)

Table 2
AGN MBH Estimators

Type a b c d

MBH(L1350, FWHMC IV) 6.99±0.16 0.547±0.037 2.11±0.11 0
MBH(L1350, FWHMC IV, ΔvC IV) 6.62±0.16 0.547±0.037 2.11±0.11 0.335±0.022
MBH(L3000, FWHMMg II) 6.57±0.13 0.548±0.035 2.45±0.06 0
MBH(L5100, FWHMHβ) 6.88±0.12 0.533±0.034 2 0
MBH(L5100, FWHMHα) 6.99±0.12 0.533±0.034 2.12±0.03 0
MBH(LPβ, FWHMPβ) 7.24±0.16 0.45±0.03 1.69±0.16 0
MBH(LPα, FWHMPα) 7.20±0.16 0.43±0.03 1.92±0.18 0

Notes.L is the continuum or broad-line luminosity, FWHM is the full width at half maximum of the best-fit broad-line model, and ΔvC IV is the broad C IV line offset
to the systemic redshift (Shen et al. 2011 in J13, negative for blueshifts). a, b, c, d are the coefficients in Equation (3).

15 A potential caveat is the difference in the dust-to-gas ratio observed between
optical–IR red and IR/submillimeter-bright quasars, which may bias the j
value between the populations. The average dust-to-gas ratios for each
population from Section 3 are á - ñ = -E B V Nlog 22.33H( ) and −22.88,
respectively. Using the separate ratios, however, jE(B−V ) (Figure 5 right) still
remains consistent between the two populations.
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and L20 on optical–IR red quasars, with our results applicable
to general luminous, obscured quasars.

Systematic uncertainties of a factor of several in fEdd
(Section 4) may change the fraction of the samples in the
forbidden region. We test this by giving a±0.5 dex offset to
the fEdd,dust(NH)=1 curve and recalculating j. The j values
are nearly unchanged for the X-ray AGNs and optical quasars,
whereas for the luminous, obscured quasars, j may drop down
to 40%–50% at Lbol∼1046−48 erg s−1 if the observed fEdd
values are overestimated by 0.5 dex. Still, the j values for the
luminous, obscured quasars are several times the X-ray AGNs
or optical quasars at a given luminosity, and the main trend in
Figure 5 remains unchanged. Modifications to the fEdd,dust
curve may also occur when considering the effect of dust-to-
gas ratios closer to the Milky Way value than the value adopted
in this work, or radiation trapping. The enhanced absorption of
the incident radiation by dust or trapping of reprocessed
radiation lowers the fEdd,dust curve, at NH�1022 cm−2

(Ishibashi et al. 2018). Still, we note that both effects simply
increase j for luminous, obscured quasars, reinforcing our
findings in Figures 4 and 5.

The fEdd,dust values can be further shifted by nuclear stars.
Adopting the sphere of influence from the BH, we have
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and the enclosed mass M(<r) becomes multiple times larger
than MBH at rrBH due to nuclear stars, increasing the
LEdd,dust in Equation (1) for a radiation pressure force to
balance off a stronger gravity by M(<r)/MBH times. Nuclear
stars may lower fEdd,dust significantly if the BH is undermassive
relative to the MBH–M* relation, or if the stellar light is more
concentrated near the center. To fully explain the excess j in
luminous, obscured quasars by the shift in LEdd,dust values,

however, their negative offset on the MBH–M* relation should
be on average an order of magnitude, which is less likely from
current observations (e.g., Bongiorno et al. 2014, but see
also U12, where a fraction of their sample show undermassive
MBH/M* values). Instead, assuming MBH/M*∼0.003 from
z∼ 1–2 AGNs (Ding et al. 2020; Suh et al. 2020), we find that
the Sérsic index (Sérsic 1963) for luminous, obscured quasars
should still be ≈2.5–3 times larger than for the typical AGN
for M(<rBH)/MBH to be boosted by an order of magnitude,
which is likewise a stringent condition. Therefore, we find that
nuclear stars themselves are less likely to shift fEdd,dust values
enough to falsify our results.
We note that the IR-luminous, obscured quasars appear to

show higher jNH
values compared to obscured (type 1.8–2),

X-ray-selected quasars at matched luminosity. The type 1.8–2
sources in R17c have jNH

values 20%, still avoiding the
forbidden region by factors of several compared to the IR-
luminous, obscured quasars at Lbol1046 erg s−1. We caution
that the IR-luminous, obscured quasars are intrinsically
different from the obscured, BAT-selected quasars, however,
as the Swift/BAT survey is missing the distant, obscured
quasar population often detected by deeper X-ray observations
(e.g., Merloni et al. 2014; see the references in Table 1).

6. Discussion

The luminous, obscured quasars are known to be a
substantial population in the intermediate-redshift universe, as
their combined number density is comparable to that of
unobscured quasars at matched luminosity (A15; B15a;
Hamann et al. 2017; Glikman et al. 2018). As the typical
MBH values for Lbol>1046 erg s−1 quasars in this work are
similar (∼109 Me) for both the obscured and unobscured
populations, the timescale of the luminous, obscured quasar
phase with fEdd,dust>1 is presumed to be similar to that of the
fEdd,dust<1 quasars. In contrast, the nearly complete absence

Figure 4. The NH–fEdd plane showing AGNs selected at different wavelengths. Horizontal lines separate obscured/unobscured AGNs at NH=1022 cm−2, and the
effective Eddington ratio curves are plotted as solid/dashed lines with respect to NH=1022 cm−2. The symbols and color format follow that of Figure 2, except that
the symbols are now filled when Lbol�1045.7 erg s−1 and open otherwise. Data outside the plotted region are shown along the boundary.
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of lower-luminosity AGNs with fEdd,dust>1 (Section 5)
suggests a much shorter obscured phase for lower-luminosity
AGNs. This appears as a challenge for the radiation-pressure
feedback in regulating the nuclear obscuration for luminous
quasars, and we next consider possible evolutionary scenarios
to achieve a coherent picture of dust obscuration in luminous
quasars.

6.1. Active Timescale

First, the AGN timescale (hereafter tAGN) is thought to be
shorter for more luminous quasars, and this may explain higher j
values for luminous quasars. The nearby AGN fraction is
measured to be tens of percent of the galaxy lifetime (e.g., Ho
et al. 1997; Kauffmann et al. 2003), with a corresponding tAGN of
∼109 yr assuming typical galaxy lifetimes of ∼1010 yr. More
luminous quasars are more rare, with expected tQSO∼10

7−8 yr
(e.g., Martini 2004; Hopkins et al. 2005; Hopkins & Hernquist
2009). To explain j 1%–10% for Lbol1044 erg s−1 AGNs in
Figure 5, we constrain the timescale for radiation pressure to clear
the nuclear obscuration (hereafter the radiation feedback timescale,
trad=tAGNj) to be trad109 (0.01–0.1)∼107−8 yr. Assuming
that luminous, obscured quasars will evolve into comparably
luminous unobscured quasars through radiation-pressure feedback,
so as to explain the comparable number density between the
populations, trad for luminous (Lbol1046 erg s−1) quasars with
j 60%would be trad∼0.5tQSOj∼0.5(10

7−8)(0.6−1)=
(3−5)×106−7 yr, roughly comparable to trad for less-luminous
AGNs. We note that if AGN activity is more episodic (e.g., Park &
Ricotti 2011; Yajima et al. 2017), feedback timescales may be
shortened accordingly, although it seems more likely that luminous
quasars have few episodes of vigorous accretion (e.g., Hopkins &
Hernquist 2009). Luminous, obscured quasars may thus appear to
show higher j values due to a shorter tAGN than less-luminous,
obscured AGNs, even if they feel the same radiation pressure.

We have referred to tQSO107−8 yr for quasars as a whole
(e.g., MB−23 mag or Lbol1045 erg s−1), but if more
luminous, obscured quasars are in a shorter phase of AGN
evolution (shorter tAGN), it better explains the highest j values
observed at Lbol1046 erg s−1. L20 note outflow timescales
(tout) for nuclear obscuration to clear away in an expanding
shell by radiation pressure on dust,
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finding tout≈2×105 yr for Compton-thick gas expanding
from an initial distance of r0=30 pc until it reaches NH=
1022 cm−2, assuming vout=103 km s−1. If the dusty gas
outflows are triggered by radiation pressure, we expect tout to
be equal to trad. However, it is shorter than our estimated trad
values for luminous quasars, by ∼{(3−5)×106−7}/(2×
105)or∼1–2 orders of magnitude. This can be explained if tAGN
for Lbol1046 erg s−1 quasars are ∼1–2 orders of magnitude
shorter than the tQSO∼107−8 yr we adopt, qualitatively
consistent with the drop of tAGN for more luminous quasars in
simulations (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2005, 2006).

6.2. Extended Obscuration

An alternative description is that it takes a longer trad for
luminous, obscured quasars to clear their obscuration than at
lower luminosity. Radiation pressure from luminous, obscured
quasars should effectively reach larger distances in the galaxy
according to the decreasing small-scale dust covering factor
observed in high Lbol or fEdd AGNs (e.g., Maiolino et al. 2007;
Toba et al. 2014; Ezhikode et al. 2017). Thus, observing high j
values in luminous, obscured quasars implies that dusty gas
may be spatially extended into their hosts, in contrast to lower-
luminosity AGNs. This is supported by observations of

Figure 5. Fraction of AGNs in the forbidden region (j) on the NH–fEdd (bottom left) and E(B−V )–fEdd (bottom right) planes, with the number of sources used to plot
the fractions in each luminosity bin (top). The solid graphs indicate the minimum value of j for the given upper and lower limits on obscuration or fEdd, whereas the
open graphs include all of the upper and lower limits enclosing the forbidden region. The colors for X-ray and optically blue AGNs follow those of Figures 2 and 4,
whereas we merge the optical–IR red and IR/submillimeter-bright samples that show similar j values, in orange. The graphs are plotted when the number of AGNs
� 4 per bin, offset to each other only for display purposes, and are calculated based on a common interval in Lbol.
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obscured quasars showing an extended distribution of disturbed
emission (e.g., Sanders et al. 1988; Sanders & Mirabel 1996;
Urrutia et al. 2008; Glikman et al. 2015; Fan et al. 2016; Ricci
et al. 2017b). An increased fraction of obscured yet broad-line
AGNs (e.g., Lacy et al. 2015; Glikman et al. 2018) or extended
dust extinction through lines of sight kiloparsecs away from
narrow-line AGNs are seen (Section 3) at quasar luminosities,
also in agreement with global column densities much larger
than the line-of-sight NH for red quasars (Section 3).

According to simplified models for AGNs and host galaxy
obscuration at multiple scales (e.g., Buchner & Bauer 2017;
Hickox & Alexander 2018), the host galaxy kiloparsecs away
from the nucleus is responsible for NH∼1022 cm−2, whereas
obscuration from the inner AGN structure (10 pc) or circum-
nuclear starbursts (∼10–100 pc) can reach Compton-thick column
densities. In addition, obscuration from gas-rich mergers (e.g.,
Hopkins et al. 2008) or higher gas fractions in high-redshift
galaxies (e.g., Tacconi et al. 2010; Buchner & Bauer 2017) may
enhance the obscuration up to kiloparsec scales. Coming back to
Equation (5), we find that tout for luminous, obscured quasars will
be extended by 1–2 orders of magnitude (tout∼106−7 yr) if
extended obscuration due to mergers is spread over ∼102–3 pc,
closing the gap between the timescale arguments (Section 6.1)
without even changing tAGN. This scenario is also consistent with
the tout values estimated by modeling expanding shells of dusty
gas located ∼102–3 pc away from luminous quasars (Ishibashi
et al. 2017). We direct readers to the theoretical and observational
studies on how the nuclear outflows triggered by radiation
pressure extend to the host galaxy (e.g., Harrison et al. 2014;
Ishibashi & Fabian 2015; Thompson et al. 2015; Ishibashi et al.
2017; Kang & Woo 2018).

Although the impact of radiation pressure from the AGN itself
is weaker at extended regions of the galaxy, and R17c separate
radiation-pressure feedback from inflows and outflows, radiation
pressure has still been considered to launch outflows that may
reach large distances (e.g., Hopkins & Elvis 2010 and the
discussion in L20). In this work, we separately considered
radiation pressure to regulate 10 pc order obscuration and
outflows on∼102–3 pc scales, but we note that radiation pressure
is thought to cause extended outflows that eventually clear
obscured quasars, according to gas-rich, merger-driven quasar
evolution models (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2008; Hickox et al. 2009).
Not only are the highly ionized gas outflows on the order of
∼103 km s−1 found in the majority of quasars with L[O III]
1042 erg s−1 (or Lbol1045.5 erg s−1), or fEdd0.1 (e.g., Woo
et al. 2016; Rakshit & Woo 2018; Shin et al. 2019; Jun et al.
2020), they extend over kiloparsec scales together with Balmer
line outflows with a weaker ionization potential or molecular
outflows (e.g., Fiore et al. 2017; Kang et al. 2017; Fluetsch et al.
2019). This is in line with higher merger fractions seen in
Lbol1046 erg s−1 quasars (e.g., Treister et al. 2012; Fan et al.
2016; Díaz-Santos et al. 2018), which is also the transitional
luminosity where radiation-pressure feedback appears less
effective (Figure 5).

We thus consider radiation pressure to be responsible for
regulating not only the 10 pc order dusty structure (e.g.,
Lawrence 1991; R17c), but also the host galaxy environment in
obscured Lbol1046 erg s−1 quasars where the triggered nuclear
outflows may reach and clear ∼102–3 parsec-scale material,
slowly over a timescale of ∼106–7 yr. This is consistent with the
high-fEdd AGN outflows discussed in R17c, though their sample
lacked the luminous quasars that we argue are responsible for

producing extended outflows at fEdd,dust>1 values. We
summarize our discussion in Figure 6.

7. Summary

Using a collection of AGN samples spanning a wide
dynamic range of luminosity, obscuration, and redshift, we
probed the distribution of obscuration and accretion rate values
to comparatively examine the role of radiation pressure in
blowing out obscured quasars. We summarize our findings
below:

1. The fraction of AGNs in the forbidden zone for radiation
pressure, j, is kept to 20%for all of the multi-
wavelength-selected AGN samples compiled over a wide
range of luminosity and redshift, consistent with previous
findings that nuclear obscuration is quickly blown away
by radiation pressure once the accretion rate exceeds the
Eddington limit for dusty gas.

2. This radiation-pressure feedback, that is, the acceleration
of nuclear dusty gas, appears limited for luminous,
obscured quasars at NH1022 cm−2 or E(B−V )0.2
mag and Lbol1046 erg s−1, where they show j60%
over a wide range of AGN selection wavelengths or
amount of obscuration. This may be explained by a
combination of shorter luminous quasar lifetimes and
extended obscuration cleared by outflows over a longer
timescale than to clear the nuclear obscuration.

Ultimately, we expect to see the MBH values grow while
luminous, obscured quasars become unobscured if extended
outflows, slower than radiation pressure clearing the nuclear
obscuration, are the bottleneck for AGN feedback. Ongoing
hard X-ray surveys probing fainter sources (e.g., Lansbury

Figure 6. Schematic diagram showing the maximally allowed accretion rate and
radiation-pressure/outflow track on the NH–fEdd plane for NH=1023,1024 cm−2

quasars. At Lbol1045 erg s−1, the lack of objects in the forbidden region
suggests that radiation pressure on dusty gas controls nuclear (10 pc order)
obscuration and quickly drops the obscuration down to NH1022 cm−2, while
extended AGN outflows are less observed. At Lbol1046 erg s−1, fEdd,dust>1
accretion (solid line) may likewise clear the nuclear obscuration, but the high
fraction of obscured quasars in the forbidden region suggests a short luminous
quasar timescale or an extended, ∼102–3 parsec-scale obscuration being cleared
slowly by outflows (dotted line).
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et al. 2017; Oh et al. 2018) will confirm if distant, gas-obscured
quasars are going through similar strengths of radiation-
pressure feedback as dust-obscured quasars. Spatially resolved
or global NH and E(B−V ) estimates for luminous, obscured
quasars will better tell whether obscuration is indeed more
extended in luminous quasars and will quantify the relative
effect of radiation pressure and outflows to their parsec-to-
kiloparsec-scale gas and dust environments.
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